Urban Planning as a Trading Zone

Features
- Integration between theory and practice in planning
- New planning theoretical approach
- Interdisciplinarity
- New integrative planning tools

Contents

Fields of interest
Landscape/Regional and Urban Planning; Geographical Information Systems/Cartography; Urbanism

Target groups
Research

Discount group
Professional Non-Medical

Knowledge and the Economy

Contents

Fields of interest
Economic Geography; Innovation/Technology Management; Industrial Organization

Target groups
Research

Discount group
Professional Non-Medical

Cognitive and Linguistic Aspects of Geographic Space

New Perspectives on Geographic Information Research

Features
- Presents cognitive and linguistic aspects of geographic space
- Assesses the achievements of research in this field in the last twenty years
- Documents an interdisciplinary research agenda for the future

Contents
Researching Cognitive and Linguistic Aspects of Geographic Space.- Las Navas then and now.- Spatial Computing - How spatial structures replace computational effort.- The Cognitive Development of the Spatial Concepts NEXT, NEAR, AWAY and FAR.- From compasses and maps to mountains and territories: Experimental results on geographic cognitive categorization.- Prospects and Challenges of Landmarks in Navigation Services.- Landmarks and a hiking ontology to support wayfinding in a national park during different seasons.- Talking about Place Where It Matters.- Many to Many Mobile Maps.- Cognitive and linguistic ideas in geographic information semantics.- Spatial Relation Predicates In Topographic Feature Semantics.- The Egenhofer-Cohn Hypothesis—or, Topological Relativity?.- Twenty Years of Topological Logic.- Reasoning on Class Relations: an Overview.- Creating perceptually salient animated displays of spatiotemporal coordination in events.- Exploring and Reasoning about Perceptual Spaces for Theatre, New Media Installations and the Performing Arts.

Field of interest
Geographical Information Systems/Cartography

Target groups
Research

Discount group
Professional Non-Medical

Due April 2013
2013. 300 p. 9 illus., 4 in color. (Urban and Landscape Perspectives, Volume 13) Hardcover
- $129.00
ISBN 978-94-007-5853-7

Due March 2013
2013. X, 280 p. 10 illus. (Knowledge and Space, Volume 5) Hardcover
- $129.00
ISBN 978-94-007-6130-8

Due January 2013
2013. XIII, 247 p. 64 illus., 41 in color. (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography) Hardcover
- $129.00
ISBN 978-3-642-34358-2
City Project and Public Space

Features
► Presents interdisciplinary and international material ► Explores theoretical as well as empirical aspects ► Analyses and discusses the wide scope of multitude of challenges as well as prospects faced by contemporary cities

Contents

Fields of interest
Landscape/Regional and Urban Planning; Architecture, general; Urbanism

Target groups
Research

Discount group
Professional Non-Medical

Due April 2013
2013. Approx. 180 p. 45 illus., 32 in color. (Urban and Landscape Perspectives, Volume 14) Hardcover
► $129.00
ISBN 978-94-007-6036-3